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MATHS TOPIC 
Multiplication and Division  

• Derive facts to multiply and divide mentally. 

• Calculate multiplication facts using distributive law 

• Apply distributive law to multiply 2-digit numbers by 1-digit numbers 

•  Explore multiplying three 1-digit numbers 

• Short multiplication and applying multiplication strategies 

• Apply multiplication and division to problem solving 

• Short division 

• Mental division strategies 

• Explore division using known and derived facts 
Time  

• Read analogue and digital 12-hour clocks  

• Read and understand 24-hour time 

• Convert hours, minutes and seconds  

• Convert years and months, and weeks and days 

• Solve problems using knowledge and understanding of time 
 

Reasoning with patterns and sequences 

• Investigate symbols from a range of number systems 

• Build and extend sequences with Roman numerals 

• Explore, describe and complete number sequences 

•  Explore patterns with multi-link cubes  

•  Plan and solve problems involving patterns 

This half term the children will take a trek into the depths of the rainforest. Our Rainforest topic 
will adopt a cross-curricular approach. The children will discover where the rainforests are located, 
what they are like, who lives in rainforests (including animals, plants and indigenous peoples). 

    

ENGLISH PSHE SPANISH RE 
 This half term we are reading The Great Kapox Tree.  This book highlights the 
importance of human preserving the rainforest and its ecosystems for the sake of all 
that live on this planet. As part of this unit of work the children will be writing a 
magazine spread on the Amazon, debating why logging is harmful and outlining 
arguments for and against. Children will also be looking at The Tin Forest, a lovely tale 
on transformation. The story involves an old man living in a grey and forsaken place 
‘that looked out on other people’s rubbish and bad weather.’ He dreams of a wild and 
colourful place and uses the resources around him in such a creative way that change  
comes about and a natural forest becomes entwined with one of metal. As part of this 
unit the children will be writing a description of the living forest, writing a diary of how 
the old man felt when the bird appeared and how he felt when they disappeared.  

RSE 
Families, Friends and 

Keeping Safe 

The weather  
 

 

This half term the children will be 
looking at Sikhism. They will be 
focusing on worship and beliefs. They 
will also look at how Sikhs remind 
themselves of the guiding principles of 
Sikhism, their commitment to their 
faith, and the role of Sikhs within their 
own, and wider, communities. PE MUSIC 

Tennis  

 
Hockey  

 

 Soul/Gospel Song 

 

 

SCIENCE 

 This half term in science, the children will be covering Animals of India. Within this unit of work, 
the children will learn about some of the different habitats in India. They will also find out animals 
can be grouped in different ways. Furthermore, they will use and expand on their knowledge of 
grouping animals by using classification keys.  In addition, they will learn that animals need the 
right types and amounts of nutrition. Finally they will learn how to make and interpret food chains 
and how changes to animals’ habitat can affect animals 

 


